
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES

New for 2014/2015 se
ason

ERGONOMIC BODY MADE IN PC/ABS
Made of polycarbonate flame retardant of high resistance to impacts, 
with an elegant design of 21 mm in depth.

TRANSPARENT INCLUDED WALL BRACKET
Functional accessory that allows to have located the remote control 
always in the same place, avoiding thus falls and losses.

COMPACT MECHANICAL KEYBOARD 
Composed of twenty keys divided into three zones, scheduling, 
power and auxiliary functions.

ELECTRONICS SMD AND CONTROL TECHNOLOGY 
Electronic multilayered surface mount with built-in microcontroller 
Rointe ULP4 Ultra Low Power.

POWER BY BATTERIES INCLUDED 
Each long-lasting includes two alkaline batteries of type AAA 1 ‘ 5 
Vdc kit.

TFT SCREEN
TFT display 1 ‘ 77 “of last generation and high contrast for optimal 
viewing from any angle of vision.

GLOSSY WHITE FINISH 
Finish: lacquered in colour RAL 9010 white high gloss.

INFRARED COMMUNICATION
Its two-way connection allows programming that once shipped the 
product, they can be received and copied into another product.

QUALITY ASSURANCE
Total security with 2 years warranty on all electronic components.

Visit our new website now!

www.rointe.co.uk

With patented technology

Total control
in your hands

Remote control infrared AIR Control stems from the need 
to integrate in one device the control of all the products 
that comprise both the system Integral Digital Rointe 
SYGMA Pro, KYROS Plus and ZETA Series.
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MODEL MIC110

DIMENSIONS

A (mm) - Width 54

B (mm) - Height 177

C (mm) - Depth 21

MECHANICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Weight  (grs) 115

RAL Colour Blanco 9010

Covering material PC/ABS

Functional temperature range -20ºC a 55 ºC

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Power supply 3Vdc

Battery type 2 x 1’5 AAA

COMUNICATION

Wireless Infrared

Sending - Range (m) 3

Receiving - Range (m) 1

INSTALLATION

Wall bracket

Fondo instalado con soporte (mm) 25

FUNCTIONALITY

TFT Screen (1.77”)

Programmable 7 days / 24 hours

Manual/Automatic function

Remote memory lock - heating and D.H.W.

Anti-frost function

Clear memory

Modify screen brightness - On mode / Stand-by mode

Visualise Nominal and Effective power

AVANCED FUNCTIONS

Software version

Consumption time

Possibility to reset system

Battery level

APPLICABLE REGULATIONS

CE

ROHS (lead-free)

The AIR Control remote control comes with a transparent wall-mounted 
support cradle with a modern and elegant design, which looks good both 
in the home or workplace.

This allows the remote control to be stored always in the same place, 
avoiding loss or accidental damage though dropping, spillage, etc.

Program your Rointe radiators, towel rails and water heaters and replace 
the remote in its cradle, so it is always to hand, and ready for use.

AIR CONTROL REMOTE CONTROL
WALL BRACKET


